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Step 1: Create an event of type “Snowboard Freestyle”, discipline “Snowboard Cross 
(Qualifs)” and of one or two runs:

Choose the number of runs (usually 2, sometimes 1, and up to 9 for jam sessions).

Make sure that the ranking type “Best of Runs” is selected.
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Step 2: Manage Competitors:
In our example, we choose to import competitors from the USSA Snowboard List No. 413 by 

clicking the button “Import”.

Step 2.1 Updating a federal list of points

In the “List choice” window opened, select the desired points list (USSA Snowboard List in our 
example), and click on the button “Update”.

In the window below, click on the button “Search for the last list” (or enter directly the 
desired list number in the text-box “List number”). Then click on “Download this list” and validate 
the update process by clicking on “Ok”.

Once back in the “List choice” window, validate with “Ok” to display the selected federal points 
list.
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Step 2.2 Selecting competitors in a points list

The desired list is now displayed.
We will click here on the check-box “Filter” to select only the competitors of male “Gender” 

and having “Snowboard Cross” points between 1 and 1000:

Then click on the button “All”, validate the filter with “Ok” and close the List with the upper 
right cross:
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Step 3: Assign bibs:
Once you have imported your competitors, click on “Options” and then “Assign bibs”.
The following window will open.
First, order or draw the competitors by clicking on the button “Selection”. Most commonly you 

will select “According to Snowboard rules – X best (draw)”, validate the optional filter window, 
and enter a number for the drawn group (the default value 16 will be usually fine) and validate.

Then click on “Assign”. The software will ask you to “Indicate the 1st No”. enter “17” or “33” 
depending on the number of competitors who will be qualified. (This is the international rule to 
leave the first bib numbers for the final rounds. Non-qualified competitors have no bib number in 
the overall ranking of the final rounds.)
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Step 4: Start List: in the bibs order / print it
Click now on the link “Manage Runs” then on the button “Start List”.
The window below opens.
You can prepare the Start List directly from the competitors list as the bib have already been 

assigned according to Snowboard rules. Click then on the button “Options” and select “Prepare 
with competitors”.

The following windows successively opens.
The first one offers you the possibility to order the competitors according to Bib, Name, 

Category, Discipline... Leave the default Sort Order by Bib.
And the second one enables to set a filter or a Bibo. Click on the button “Add” and then “Close”.
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Just after the creation of a Start List, it is usually printed in order to placard it publicly.
To do this, click on the link “Run Start List” in the section for edits.
You will then have to choose the run.
Then you can set up the fields to display for the Start List according to your needs.
Click on “Preview” to visualise the result. You can then print it or publish the Start List.

Setting the columns with 
the Club, Gender, Region, 
date of birth...

Previewing the Start List, 
printing it or exporting to 
formats such as PDF, HTML, 
text, Excel, FTP transfer.

Applying filters (for 
example on the Gender). 

Step 5: Timing the qualification event:
Switch to timing mode by clicking on the button “Timing”.
You will then see the timing window as described below:

-  you  can  see  all  the  records  ranked  by 
numbers.

- in this column, you can see all  the impulses 
sent by the start detector.
- in this column, you can see all  the impulses 
sent by the finish detector.

- you can see the event ranking.

Tip: Before the first run of the first event, in order to make sure that the computer and the 
timer are synchronised, you must get an impulse as you will be in the “Timing” section but without 
having unlocked the reception for the start line in this timing window.
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Step 5.1: Unlocking the reception of start and finish impulses:

When you are waiting for the competitors, you have first to unlock the impulse buttons by 
double-clicking on them. (You can unlock the start and finish buttons once for all the race or 
when you have a break during the race or, if you prefer, after each racer by double-clicking on 
these buttons.)

The  green  buttons  mean  that  the  start 
and  finish  lanes  are  opened,  whereas  red 
buttons  would  mean  that  the  start  and 
finish lanes are closed (that is to say that 
they are locked and thus won’t record any 
impulse).

Step 5.2: Receiving and processing impulses:

The first impulse should come from the start lane and you should have the window as below:

The start time of the 
first  racer  (Num  1) 
should  appear  according 
to the hour time.

The running time of 
the  racer  appears 
here.

You  can  check 
there  the  paper 
printing  of  the 
timing device.
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If you have forgotten to unlock the start lane (red button), the application will pop up a warning 
like in the image below on the left. Enter the number of the racer (Num 1) in the example and 
click on “Ok”. If the impulse has been done by error on the start lane, click on “Cancel” and you 
will have the window as the one on the right below.

First racer started and you forgot to unlock the 
start lane.

The start lane has recorded a false impulse and you 
have cancelled it.

If there’s only one competitor currently racing, the second impulse should come from the finish 
lane.

The software will change to the window below:

Finish hour and elapsed 
time  of  the  first 
competitor  are  written 
here.

Ranking + time Chronological  record 
of  the  competitors 
timing data.
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Step 5.3: Timing several competitors at the same time:

All your competition will progress according to the process seen previously.
Your competition can be managed one competitor by one competitor but when you feel 

confident, the software allows simultaneous timing of several competitors.

 
Note that the buttons circled below allow you to manage the competitors if they are DNS (Did 

Not Start), DNF (Did Not Finish) or DSQ (Disqualified). They can be used directly or you can use 
the shortcuts on the keyboard like F9 = DNS. (See all the shortcuts in the menu “Options”.)
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Step 5.4: Visualising and editing the ranking after a run:

As soon as the whole run has been recorded, exit from the “Timing” section by clicking on 
“Files” and “Exit Timing”.

Here you are back to the “Manage Runs” section. You can see the ranking of the run and create 
the unofficial run ranking by clicking on the button below.

You can see the ranking of the run in the main window.
And you can create the unofficial run ranking by clicking on “Run ranking”.
The window below will open and you will have the possibility to configure your run ranking. You 

can define the information you want to display such as “Name”, “Year of birth”, “Nation”, “Club”,...
Then, click on “Preview” to view it, and then “Print” or “Export” according to your needs.

Note: If your competition has only one run, your timing is finished and you can go directly to 
Step 6 for the edition of the final results.
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Step 5.5: Timing a second qualification run:

In case of a two run qualification, click on the dart circled below. You will automatically enter 
into the second run management.

First of all, you have to create the start list of the second run. Click on the button “Start List” 
and the following window will open.

According to the classical “Two-run” qualification format (see 2705.1.2.1 in the Snowboard 
International Competition Rules), the top 16 competitors start in reverse order.

As done for the first run, the application gives you many solutions to prepare the start list 
from rankings, events or even championships. So here click on “Options” and choose “Prepare 
with Competitors” and keep “Bib” for the “Sort Order”.
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Then according to FIS rules for Snowboard Cross, enter a BIBO of 16: the 16 best start in 
reverse order of the first run.

Validate by clicking on “Add”.

At this stage you can edit the “Run Start List”.

Click then on the button “Timing” and process the timing of the second run as you did for the 
first, from first to last competitor.

Once the run finished, exit the timing mode to view the ranking of the second run.
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Step 6: Edit the final ranking of the qualification event:
Click now on “Final ranking” to edit the list of results of the qualification event (best time of all 

the runs), and print it or export it.

You can set up these results in order to show the time of each run, the best time, the gap from 
the best competitor, the FIS points...

The qualification event is now completed.
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Step 7: C  reate an event of type “Snowboard Freestyle” and discipline   
“Snowboard Cross” for the final rounds:

Example of an event starting from 1/8th of finals with 4 competitors by heat.
Choose “1/8 Final” with the arrows circled here below:

Then click on the button “Parameters” to display this window:

Choose the desired options, in particular:
- the number of competitors by heat,
- and the number of the event corresponding to the qualification event in <SkiSnow-Pro> (here 

in our example the qualification event is the event N°1).
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You can then complete the “General Parameters”, taking special care of the age category grid:

In particular, complete the codex (in our example, we keep here a simple event, so with only one 
event codex):
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Step 8: Manage competitors:
Here we must import all the competitors of the qualification event.
To do this, click on “Manage competitors” then on the button “Options” and on “Import 

competitors from another event”.

Select your qualification event:
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Then click on “All” to import all the competitors of the qualification event:
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Step 9: Assign bibs 1 to X (32 or 16) for the X qualified competitors:

Step 9.1: Assign bibs to all competitors according to the qualification ranking:

In “Manage competitors”, click on “Options” then on “Assign Bibs”.
Delete the qualification bibs value by clicking on the button “Delete”.
Click on the button “Selection” then choose “According to event ranking”.

Select your qualification event, then keep the field “Code” (or federal ID code, for example 
USSA ID) to denote the competitors, then you can validate with “Ok” the empty filter list (or 
else filter for example the competitors according to their gender or their age category if the 
qualification event was mixing all these competitors).

Once the competitors ordered according to the qualification ranking, click on the button 
“Assign” and keep the number 1 as the first bib number:
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Step 9.2: Unassign bibs to non-qualified competitors (X+1 (33 or 17) to last bib):

Remain in the same window “Assign Bibs”.
(If you have saved the first bib assignment by clicking on “Ok”, you can sort again the 

competitors according to this first bib assignment by clicking on “Selection” and choosing 
“According to competitors” and keeping the “Bib” as the Sort Order.)

Double-click on the first non-qualified competitor bib number (33 or 17 ; for our example, we 
qualify 32 competitors for the final rounds, so we select the line of the competitor 33).

And press the “Del” key (or “Backspace” key) on your keyboard in order to unassign this bib. 
Then with the downward arrow select the following bib (“34” in our example) and delete it also. 

And so on until the highest bib number (“45” in our example).

Delete this last bid and then validate this bib assignment by clicking on “Ok”.
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Step 10: Start List of the first round of finals: prepare with the last round (qualification):
Click now on “Manage Runs” then click on the button “Start List” which opens this window.
For this first round of finals, you must prepare the Start List with the qualification ranking 

according to the federal pairing rules.
Click on the button “Options” then on “Prepare with the last round”.

The following window will open. It is pre-filled according to the current FIS pairing rules.
Keep this order, click on “Ok” and then validate your Start List.
After the creation of this Start List, it is usually printed with the “tab” format so that it can 

be placarded publicly.
For that, click on “Start List (tab)” in the left column. Then, you can configure the start list 

columns as you want: information on competitors, bib colour, proceed a zoom, etc. You can see the 
result by clicking on “Preview” and then you can also print the list.
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Our example first Start List:
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Step 11: Record the results of the first round of finals:
Open the timing window by clicking on the button “Timing”.
Select the current racing heat with the arrows.
Then complete gradually the column “Rank / Status” along to competitors arrivals and according 

to the jury decisions.
Tie between competitors must be broken by the jury (art. 2705.2.3 of the ICR for Snowboard: 

tie broken with the photo finish system, then according to the qualification ranking, then to the 
total time of qualification runs, and then to the bib number).

After each heat, click simply on the arrows to find the next heat.
Once the results of all the heats are recorded, click on the button “Close” to exit the timing 

window.
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Step 12: Visualise and edit the ranking of the first round of finals:
The ranking of the round is displayed in the main window.

And you can set up and edit it by clicking on the link “Ranking (tab)”.
You can define the information you want to display such as “Qualification time”, “Name”, “Year 

of birth”, “Nation”, “FIS points”, “Club”,... Then, click on “Preview” to view it, and then “Print” or 
“Export” according to your needs.
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Step 13: Start Lists of the following rounds of finals: prepared with the last round:
For all the following rounds of finals (in our example: 1/4th of finals, 1/2 finals and finale) other 

than the first round (our 1/8th of finals), click on the arrow circled below to display the desired 
round and for this round prepare the Start List with the winners of the previous round: by 
clicking on the button “Start List”, then “Options” and “Prepare with last round”.

The two bests of each heat are selected and the competitors are sorted in each heat according 
to their qualification rank.

After the creation of this Start List, it is usually printed with the “tab” format so that it can 
be placarded publicly.

For that, click on “Start List (tab)” in the left column. Then, you can configure the start list 
columns (bib colour, zoom, etc.) and see the result by clicking on “Preview” and also print the list.

=> We can here preview the Start Lists of 
the two first rounds of finals on the same 
page.
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Step 14: Record the results of all rounds of finals:

The rounds of finals can all be timed with the same process: see Step 11.

Step 15: Visualise and edit the ranking of a round of finals:
The same way as for the first round (Step 12), the round ranking is displayed in the main 

window and you can set up and edit it by clicking on “Ranking (tab)”.

Step 16: Visualise and edit the final ranking:
Once the rounds of finals are all raced and recorded in the application, you can visualise the 

final ranking with the tab format by clicking on “Ranking (tab)” or with the final format with all 
the competitors (including non-qualified) by clicking on “Final ranking”:

Step 17: Calculate the penalty:
Click on “Penalty calculation”. And enter the Scale corresponding to your race:
The detail of this calculation can be edited and exported or printed:
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Step 18: Visualise and edit the final ranking with the calculated points:
Once the penalty calculated, you can edit the ranking with the points by clicking on “Final 

ranking (points)”.
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Appendix A: Timing easily several events of Snowboard Cross finals with alternating 
the rounds of one event and the other (for example: 1  st   heat of 1/4  th   of finals junior,   
then 1  st   heat of 1/2 finals senior, then 2  nd   heat of 1/4  th   of finals junior, etc.):  

The point is to record alternately the results of several finals in the same event file. <SkiSnow-
Pro> enables to easily switch heats of one or the other thanks to the window “Select current 
active event”. You can access to this window by clicking on a dedicated button marked with the 

following symbol: 

This button is available in the “Manage Runs” window and in the window “General Parameters”:
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Step A.1: Create a qualification event with all the competitors of all the age categories:
You must at first stage to time all the competitors in the same qualification event.
We will take here the example of a qualification event with only one run and with:
− 11 competitors of category Junior in order to qualify 8 of them for 1/2-finals with 4   

competitors by heat:
assign them bibs from 9 to 19 with a draw of the 5 bests: this leaves bibs 1 to 8 free for 
the rounds of finals.
For that, in the “Assign Bibs” window click on the button “Selection” and “According to 
Snowboard rules – X best (draw)”  and then: specify a filter according to this category:

−     and 21 competitors Senior in order to qualify 16 of them for 1/4  th   of finals with 4   
competitors by heat: assign them bibs 117 to 137 with a draw of the 16 bests: this leaves 
bibs 101 to 116 free for the rounds of finals.

You will obtain this bib assignment: range 9-19 for Junior, range 117-137 for Senior:
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Step A.2: Create an event of finals with all the competitors of all the categories:
Create now an event of Snowboard Cross finals.

Complete the event parameters and in particular:

Enter the event identification number of the qualification event.

Specify here the round of finals of the highest level among the considered finals
(here it will be 1/4th of finals: because we plan to record 1/4th of finals Senior and 1/2-finals 
Junior).
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Complete the general parameters too (after having checked the age categories: here for our 
example FIS-SB), and complete especially the window “Select current active event”:

In this window, set up on the first line the Senior event which start at the level of 1/4th of 
finals. Then add a line by clicking on the button marked with a the symbol “+” in order to enter 
the Junior event which start at the level of 1/2-finals.

Like any event of Snowboard Cross finals, import now all the competitors from the qualification 
event.

In our example, we re-assign bibs so that qualified Junior have bib between 1 and 8 and 
qualified Senior will have bibs between 101 and 116.

And non-qualified competitors have no bib number in this event according to FIS ranking 
presentation agreement.
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Step A.3: Record the finals results for each category:
By clicking on “Manage Runs”, you can now create the Start List and record results for one 

category or the other.
To change category, you just have to click on the button circled here below:

Then in the window “Select current active event” double-click in the first column on the line 
corresponding to the category that you want to time:

For each category, you can then perform all the operations of a classical event of finals:
− creation and edition of the Start List of the first round of finals by clicking on the button 

“Start List”, choosing “Prepare with the last round”, selecting the qualification event, and 
editing with “Start List (tab)”,
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− record of the results by clicking on “Timing”,
− modifying data,
− editing rankings and Start Lists for the following rounds,
− calculating the penalty,
− final ranking with points,
− XML export and sending to the corresponding federation.
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